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For an irreducible Markov chain taking integer values which has a finite second moment for the 
first return time from some integer to itself, we find a necesxq~ and sqfficienr condition for a CLT 
which is uniform over all subsets of the integers. This is a generalization of one of the results in 
Dust and Dudley (1981) who worked in the i.i.d. case. An example that clarifies the difference 
between the i.i.d. case and Markov case is presented. 
Markov chains * uniform central limit theorem * uniform strong law of large numbers 
1. Introduction 
Let (X,);~., be a Markov chain taking values in the state space P = {1,2,. . .}. It is 
assumed that the chain is irreducible. For everyj E P, we denote by T, the first hitting 
time (excluding 0) of {j}, i.e.: 7, = min{n 2 1: X, = j}. After Chung (1960) we define 
m,,,= E(7,lX,,= i) and ml:‘= E(7fIXO= i), i,j~P. 
Throughout the paper we assume m,,, <CO. 
It is well known that under that assumption, (X,) has a unique invariant probability 
measure, which we denote by 7r, and the following relations hold: r(j) m,,, = l,ja 1. 
Throughout we will use the notations: 
S,(A)= 1 [l/,(Xk)-r(A)], ASP’. 
k-l 
An important problem that arises frequently is to recover rr from observing 
(X,),_.,ln. In this context we mention that for a fixed As P the following two results 
are well known: 
SLLN: nm’S,,(A)+O a.s. (See Chung, 1960, Section 15.) 
CLT: If rn\‘/ < 00 then n-“*S,,(A) converges in law to a normal distribution. (See 
Chung, 1960,‘Section 16.) 
Here we generalize these results by considering 
{n-‘&(A))+,:,,,) and {n -“‘S,(A)),,: arp). 
These are two stochastic processes indexed by {A: A c P} whose sample paths are 
uniformly bounded by 1 and n”2 respectively, for each 1 s n. We are interested in 
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their asymptotic behaviour when we consider them as sequences of random elements 
in the space B,(2P): The space of all bounded, real valued functions whose domain 
is the set of all subsets of P, i.e. 2’. The space B,(2P) is naturally equipped with 
the metric 
P(J; g):= sup If(A) -g(A)l, J; g E B&2”). 
{A: AEP} 
The two results, quoted before can be turned into the 
more general setting: 
SLLN: Is supaZpJnP’S,(A)J + 0 a.s.? 
following problems in this 
CLT: Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence in law of 
{~m1'2Sn(A)l(~:~c_rp~ to a Gaussian process. 
The answer to the first problem is positive, which is proved in Lemma 1. 
Our main result is a solution of the second problem. In Theorem 4 we see that 
under the assumption rnlfj < 00 we have: 
The uniform CLT holds if and only if f m:!;,(j) < 00. 
By saying “the uniform CLT holds” we mean: {n-“‘S,,(A)},,,,,,, converges in 
law, with respect to the metric space (B&2’), p), to a Gaussian process whose 
sample paths are uniformly continuous with respect to the metric d(A, B) := 
n-(AL B), A, BE 2’. 
Our result is a generalization of a result by Durst and Dudley (1981), see also 
Dudley (1984, p. 47). They proved that if the (Xi) are i.i.d. with 3(X,) = r, then 
the uniform CLT holds if and only if CT=, ~(j)“~ < 00. In this case the assumption 
rn!fj<a holds since the return time from 1 to itself has a Geometric distribution. 
Moreover mj,., = m,,j = l/rr(j), jz 1. So in the i.i.d. case, our condition is the same 
as Durst and Dudley’s condition. 
Finally we present an example that shows that under the assumption m(,f/ < ~0, 
the condition C,??, ~(j)“~ <OO is not sufficient for the uniform CLT in the general 
case of Markov chains. This is because m,,,/mi,; does not necessarily converge to 
a finite constant. In our example we have Cz, n( j)1’2 < co, but 1; 1 rn:ifn( j) = 00, 
so by Theorem 4 the uniform CLT does not hold. The example shows, therefore, 
that there is a difference between the i.i.d. case and the Markov case: It is not 
enough to know the invariant measure in the Markov case in order to be able to 
decide whether the uniform CLT holds. 
Some results on uniform limit theorems when the Markov chains have uncount- 
able, continuous state spaces appear in Levental (1988). 
2. SLLN 
The main result in the paper is Theorem 4. For the proof of that theorem we will 
need three lemmas. 
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The first lemma is a uniform SLLN for Markov chains. The main idea in its proof 
is not new. (See, for example, Pollard, 1984, Theorem 2, p. 8.) It has an easy proof 
which we bring with all the details for the convenience of the reader. 
Lemma 1. ~up,,~ln~‘S,(A)I +O a.s. 
Proof. Claim. For every E > 0, there is .& G 2’ with finite number of elements and 
with the following property: For each A G P there are Ai, 4, E d, which satisfy 
AicA~Aj and r(Aj-Ai)<&. 
Proof of the claim. Put NC = {j: j > N} and choose N large enough so that 
rr( NC) < F. Put %?y= 2’1Y...7N’. Now take &, = Zu {A: A = H u NC for some H E 5Y}. 
ObservethatforeachA~$,wehaveAn{l,...,N}~A~{An{l,...,N}uN’. 
Now set A,=An{l,..., N} and A, = A, u NC. The claim is proved. 
To finish the proof of lemma we proceed as follows. Fix F > 0. For each A E P, 
let Ai, A, E sd, be as in the claim. We have 
InplS,,(A)I G 6’ max { ),;, L,(X)-dN1~ > if, L~(x,)-~Wl~) 
s r(A,\A,)+max{ln-‘S,(Ai)l, In~‘S,(A,)I} 
G E +max{ln~‘S,(A,)I: Ai E &}. 
Since max{ln-‘S,(A,)I: Ai E s&)+0 a.s., we get 
lim sup supIn~‘S,,(A)] s E a.s. 
n ASP 
The lemma is proved since F is arbitrary. 0 
3. Stochastic equicontinuity 
The key step in this paper is the following lemma. First we need some notation. 
For each S > 0 put 
[a] = {(A, B) E 2’~ 2’: n-(An B) < 6). 
Let (N,),,, be the increasing sequence of integers n 2 1 for which X,, = 1. For 
A, BE 2’ (A and B may be the empty set 0) define 
Y(A)= 1 lAcX,), 
“GiSN, 
Y,(A)= C lA(X;), k= 1,2,. . . , 
N,<,sNk+, 
Z(A,B)=(Y,- ml,,~)(A)-( Yk - ml,l~)(W, k = L2,. . . . 
Remark. With this notation we have Z,(A, 0) = ( Yk - m,,,n)(A). 
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Lemma 2. If m i’j < 00 and x,7=, m i/,?v( j) < 00, then for every F > 0 there exists 6 > 0 
such that 
lim sup P sup n- 
” ( Ifi1 
Proof. In our calculations we use four facts that appear in Chung (1960, Section 
14). We quote them here, using our notation. The more difficult ones are the third 
and the fourth. 
First: ( Yk(j))kz, are i.i.d. for each jEP. 
Second: EY,(j) = m,,,s-(j). 
Third: E(Y,(j)2)=2~(j)2m,,,(mj,l+m,,j)-m,,,~(j),1<j. 
Fourth: If rnifi<a then C;“_, m;,,r(j) <a. 
For 0 < 6, denote by m( 6) the largest integer that satisfies 
(1) 
AaBc{j?=m(S)} for each (A, B)E[~]. 
(The referee has pointed out that by numbering the states in a way that makes rr(j) 
non-increasing in j, m(6) will not depend on arbitrary numbering of the states.) 
Clearly m(s)+co as s-+0. We have for each n~$: 
=& -I C {E(-G(j, 0))2)“2 
jam(*) 
s e-‘2m,,, C [(m$’ + mii,‘)d.dl. 
jZrn(S) 
Since by (1) and the assumption in the lemma, 
F [(m:.l12+m:i,2)~(j)l<C0, 
,=1 
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we may conclude that if S+O then 
Our next lemma will show asymptotic stochastic equicontinuity for the process 
{~~“2Sn(41+,:ai~~. It is based on Lemma 2 and also on a variation of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 3. Ifrn:Ti<a and C;“_, rn :i:r( j) < 00, then for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 
such that 
+‘,$,(A) -S,(B)1 > e) < e. 
Proof. Define w(n) = max{k: Nk d n}. We have 
n-“21Sn(A)-S,(B)I 
sn+‘IY(A)- Y(B)-(n(A)-T(B))N,I 
+n PI/2 C &(A, B) 
,- k.rw(n, 
+?I 
PI/2 
,,,,,,l,_, [l~(xk)-lH(xk)-(~TT(A)-~(B))l 
+ ~~“‘lbqM4 - 1) - N+,+ N,l(dA) - dW)I. (2) 
We use [ .] to denote the greatest integer part. Fix E > 0. From Lemma 2 it follows 
that there is 6, that satisfies 
limsuPP(~~,~n~“l,~~~E,~,,,,z~(A.~)1>je)<fE. 
By the CLT for renewals (see Ross, 1983, p. 62) we see that n-“‘[m,,,w(n) - n + N,] 
converges in law to a normal random variable. So there is S2 > 0 such that: 
lim sup P(G2np”‘lm ,,,W(n)--+~,I>g&)<gE. 
We will show that 6 := 8, A s2 satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. To this end 
we will handle the four terms on the right-hand side of (2) separately. 
The first term on the right-hand side of (2): Clearly 
-“‘( Y(A) - Y(B) -(r(A) - n(B))N,I > +e) = 0. 
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The second term on the right-hand side of (2): We put a = w(n) A [n/m,,,] and 
b = w(n) v [n/m,,,]. Now we have 
C -%(A, B) . 
o=ksh 
(3) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (3) is handled by the way we have defined 
6,. In order to handle the second term on the right-hand side of (3) we use the fact 
that b - a = O,( n”*) as follows from the CLT for renewals. More specifically, we 
conclude from that theorem that there exists a constant C > 0 such that for 
H,, ={integer S: Is-[n/m,,,]/< Cn”*) 
we have 
limsupP(w(n)EH,,)al-is. 
As a result we have for n large enough, 
~f;+P({s~~n-“‘I~~~~zk(A,B)J>:Ejn(w(n)tH.i) 
~~~+~(~~p~~{2~~~“~1~,~,,,1$~.‘.;-k;;rz~(~~ B)J}+ 
By using the fact that {Z,(A, B)} , L A B p are i.i.d. we see that the last expression is 
equal to 
max 
AEP lz3~2Cn’/2 
{2n-“21,~~sZ,(A,0)/}>t&). 
The last expression converges to i.s as n+m, as follows easily from the following 
fact, which can be proved similarly to the proof of Lemma 1, 
All these calculations lead to 
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The third term on the right-hand side of (2): Since n-“2( n - N,,,(, ,) + 0 in prob- 
ability as follows from rn$f/ < 00, we have 
C {l.(X,)-l.(X,)-(~(A)-~(B))} >$E I > 
= 0. 
The fourth term on the right-hand side of (2): If (A, B) E [S] then this term 
is smaller than &~“‘]m,,,w(n)- NW.,,,+ N,l. By using, again, the fact that 
(n-N&/n “2 + 0 in probability, we get (recall the definition of a,), 
~;pn~“~~[m,,,(w(n)-l)-N,,.(,,) + N,l(dA) - d@)I>:&) 
<$&. 
When we combine all the results we see that the lemma is proved. 0 
4. Uniform CLT 
Here is the main theorem in this paper. 
Theorem 4. Let (Xi) be a Markov chain taking values in P. Assume that the chain 
is irreducible and m ifi < ~0. Let r denote its unique invariant probability measure. Then 
CT!, m $z-( j) < ~0 if and only if the uniform CLT holds, namely { n-“2S,(A)}ja: asP, 
converges in law, with respect to the metric space (B,(2P), p), to a Gaussian process 
whose sample paths are uniformly continuous with respect to the metric d(A, B) = 
rr(AnB), A, BEAM. 
Proof. Assume I,“, m :i,?~(j) < ~0. We use the construction that appears in the proof 
of Theorem 21 in Pollard (1984, p. 157). Upon checking his construction it is clear 
that we will have the result if we are able to verify the following three things: 
(i) Finite dimensional convergence in law of n m”2S,, (A): Each linear combina- 
tion of the form C,“=, a,S,,(A;), ajE[W, can be represented as It=, [f(Xi)-r(f)], 
for f := CFz, u,l(A,) where Z( .) is the indicator function. The convergence follows 
now from the CLT for Markov chains (see Chung, 1960, p. 94). 
(ii) The metric space (2’, d) is totally bounded: Trivial. 
(iii) The tightness condition: This is Lemma 3. 
This finishes one part of the proof. 
Now assume: The uniform CLT holds. Let us denote by {G(A)}(A:ArP) the 
Gaussian process that is given to us by the assumption. First we will show that 
f E1’2( j)') < ~0. 
,=I 
(4) 
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On one hand, for a finite subset As P, we have G(A) = CItA G(i). On the other 
hand sup,,,lG(A)I < 00, as. So we must have I,“=, IG( j)l <CO, a.s. This means that 
the law of the process {G(j)},,,, defines a Gaussian measure on the separable 
Banach space l,(p). It is well known that the first moment of the norm of a random 
vector, which has a Gaussian distribution in a separable Banach space, is finite (see 
Araujo and Gine, 1980, p. 141). So we conclude that CT=, E(IG(j)l) <CO. Since the 
G(j) are centered normal random variables this is equivalent to (4). 
Our next task is to show that with (4) we can finish the proof. Again, from Chung 
(1960, p. 94), we see that 
EG(j)* = r(l)P{Yr(j) - r(j)(NI- NI)}*. 
so 
EG( j)" 2 T (~){E(YI(~)*-~~(~)~~~,,E(YI(~)(N~-NI))}. 
Next we observe that 
(5) 
E( Y,(j)‘= ~(j)*m,,,{2(m,,r + ml,,) - m,,j> z dj)2ml,l(mj,l + 3.j). (6) 
The last inequality holds since 
mj,,+m,,j-mj,,~O, jai. (7) 
We also observe that 
E{Y,(j)(K-Nr))+O. (8) 
To see (8) we use the obvious relation C,“=, Y,(j) = IV2 - N, , which leads to 
Cc, E{Y,(j)(N,-N,)}=mjf~, which is finite by our assumption. Equipped with 
(6), (7) and (8), we continue with (5) and we get for j 3 1 which is large enough, 
EG(j)2a n (l)r(j)“{(mj,, + mZ1,,)mI,L - mdE( Y,(j)(N- NI))) 
3 dl)dj)2&m,,, + ml,j)m1,J 
2$5-(j)*m,,,. 
The theorem is proved since we may use (4). 0 
5. Example 
We will use a special case of an example that appears in Chung (1960, p. 64). All 
the relevant quantities are calculated there. Pi,j denote the one step transition 
probability from i to j. We take C such that Cj32 Cj-“= 1. Now we define 
P,,,=Cjp4, pJ,,=j-‘, P,,j=l-jp’, jZ2. (9) 
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The relevant quantities are: 
m:Tj= C Cj-“(1+j+2j2)<o0, 
,zz 
r(j) = C(m,,,)-‘j-‘, j 3 2, 
m ,,,=C-'j4 1-t 1 Ck-' kCp'j4, j>2. 
kfj 1 
All this means that IF=, rn:i!!~(j) = 00 and I’;=, r(j)“‘< 00. So the uniform CLT 
does not hold in the Markov chain. But if we will work with (X,) which are i.i.d., 
with .2(X,) = V, then the uniform CLT will hold since in this case m,,, = r(j))‘. 
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